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QI considered dangerous

Or, why ‘quality improvement and 
‘systems thinking’ make good 
partners

Caveat: good QI people already 
know and practice some or all of 
this.

©RedQuadrant Benjamin Taylor 079 3131 7230 benjamin.taylor@redquadrant.com
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Quality Improvement can be dangerous

• Very popular in the NHS, and beyond. Very good, in context. 

• Some of our favourite clients are doing our systems-flavoured Leading 
Transformation programme –
www.publicservicetransformation.org/leading-transformation/ , and 
asked me how it fits with QI

• None of what I’m saying is new, and I found myself constantly saying:
‘but *really good* QI people look outside the box at this stuff’. 

• But QI should be considered dangerous.

• It's a powerful weapon if you aim it right; if you know the problem, and 
it’s a process problem. 

• Drucker: ‘There is nothing quite so useless, as doing with great efficiency, 
something that should not be done at all.’ 

Look at the frame the process fits inside – what’s really important?

http://www.publicservicetransformation.org/leading-transformation/
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ACKOFF’S FOUR APPROACHES 
TO PROBLEM SOLVING
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Ackoff’s four ‘Problem Treatments’

• Absolution – a common reaction; ignore a problem with the hope that it 
will solve by itself or it will go away of its own accord.

• Resolution – do something that is “good enough”. This involves a clinical 
approach to problems that relies heavily on past experience, trial and 
error, qualitative judgment, and so-called common sense.

• Solution – get the best outcome or “optimise”. A research approach to 
problems, one that often relies on experimentation, quantitative analysis, 
and uncommon sense. The realm of effective counterintuitive solutions.

• Dissolution – to redesign either the entity that has the problem or its 
environment in such a way as to eliminate the problem and enable the 
entity involved to do better in the future that the best it can do today – in 
a word, to “idealize”.

Paraphrased from https://harishsnotebook.wordpress.com/2016/09/25/four-approaches-to-problem-solving/

https://harishsnotebook.wordpress.com/2016/09/25/four-approaches-to-problem-solving/
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QI and Ackoff’s four approaches

• Far too often, QI will lead
you to focus on resolution
(or perhaps ‘solution’), and
direct you systematically
away from the possibility 
of ‘dissolution’
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QI IN THE FIVE WORLDS
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Broaden the focus from service world

• QI is in service world – that means
that the drivers and controllers / 
context comes from citizen world, 
management world, leadership world

• You need to be rooted in citizen world 
and the interface of the organisation, 
and also understanding and potentially 
changing the context in management 
and leadership worlds

• This includes changing culture in the 
organisation, changing structure, and 
connecting to real customer value

Broaden the frame
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QI IN THE VIABLE SYSTEMS MODEL
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Understand the interactions

• In the Viable Systems Model, 
QI focuses on (one) System 1 
and on System 2

• The interaction between the
different systems and levels is
critical
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TRIPLE LOOP LEARNING
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Transformational learning – from Argyris

QI can focus us exclusively on ‘single loop learning’ – doing the thing better.

Try ‘three levels of fix’ to consistently consider bigger picture learning.

Identity

Thinking

Actions

Single loop learning

Triple loop learning

Double loop learning
Transforming –
changing our 
perceptions

Reframing –
changing our 
thinking

Acting differently 
– changing 
behaviour
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CONNECTING TO FUTURE NEEDS
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We created the perfect ‘lean’ housing benefits system

• It was lean, it was optimised, it had perfect flow and capability and
capacity precisely matched demand

• Then the Global Financial Crisis happened

• Our optimised system was swamped, overwhelmed

• And they went back to the worst queuing, checking, chasing, managing
and gatekeeping demand system – with all the basic inconsistencies, but 
it worked around the service’s limited capability as a constraint

Build in the future – or adaptability to what the future may bring!
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MORE EXAMPLES
HOUSING BENEFIT AS CASE STUDY
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The form is the problem!

• I was once in a project to redesign the Housing Benefits form, and ‘make it digital’. 

• After a lot of research and work, where we had already optimised the 80-page 
form down to 40 pages, we realised: ‘the form is the problem’. 

• Too long for simple cases, too short for the really complex ones. 

• The form needed to be taken out of focus; we needed to look at the whole 
process ‘system’
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Radical QI

• But eventually we realised that the really big problem was getting ‘dirty’, 
inaccurate, incomplete information into the process. 

• And the developed best way to do Housing Benefits at that time (with 
serious analysis) was to put the quality gate at the front of the process, 
with every applicant speaking to a highly qualified expert. 
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Key messages

Shape demand

Economies of flow

Cut waste

Optimise resources

Economies of scale

Optimise 
procurement

Change policy

Reduce need to ‘make a claim’ – e.g. updates from Housing

Without an expert check/filter, rubbish will enter the system
Document requests based on claimant profile

Don’t ask for three months’ payslips for new workers

Schedule resources to meet demand, not work to feed 
resources – run like a good contact centre…

Management structures, infrastructure

Grades of staff, temps and contractors, ICT

Set your appetite for risk / access and equalities / take-up

The form
Workload 
/ access

Channel 
migration
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Applying for benefits

Submit 
application 

form

Letter 
requesting 

information

Supply 
information 

to OSS

Scanned 
and past to 

benefits

Review 
provided 

information

Process 
claim

Submit 
application 

form

Appt with 
benefits officer

Further info 
explained in 

person

Appt with 
benefits officer

Process claim

Interview to collect 
information

Info required 
explained in person

Appt with benefits 
officer

Process claim

There are in practice three main process variants for submitting a benefits claim. The 
key difference is the quality gateway – the point where the benefits officer realises the 
claim can’t be processed. Process three is superior in time, results, and impact

Online or 
paper

Incomplete information

Phone or face to face

By same 
benefits officer 
or handoff to 
new team

P
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ss
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P
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P
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Key – main 
quality gateway
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Always happy to talk…

Benjamin Taylor

079 3131 7230

benjamin.taylor@redquadrant.com

www.linkedin.com/in/antlerboy

www.twitter.com/antlerboy

www.redquadrant.com

www.redquadrant.com/newsletter for regular updates


